REY & REINA CREATIONS
WE DO WHAT IS RIGHT NOT WHAT IS EASY

ABOUT US
 Incorporated in year 2018, Rey and Reina Creations is a professionally managed

upcoming manufacturer of a rich variety of ready to wear knitted garments. Based in
Noida, India, we operate aggressively to lead international market.
 Rey and Reina Creations has a total capacity to produce 15,000 to 20,000 garments

per month with 70% capacity utilization. Installed stitching machines 75 - 90 no .
 We are closely associated with traders related to knitted / woven readymade

garments.

We are highly dedicated towards high quality and elegant range of knitwear.
 Highly experienced professionals, who have been a part of same industry from last

10years, are promoting the company. Besides this, promoters of the company have got
substantial financial backing to support the operations.

PRODUCT RANGE
We offer a medley of attractive garments at the most
competitive prices. Our products are in perfect symphony with the
international trends.

Industries we are working




We are working with Corporate Industries and produces many Products
such asPromotional T-Shirts, Shirts, Trousers, Jackets, Uniforms etc.
Not only for Men's but also for Women's

Brands we are Dealing
 Thhick and WildSkin
 We do work for them as per order Requirements.
 Min. Order Quantity will be 500 pieces each.

Stages of Work
Fabric Sourcing
Fine cottons come from the south as well as from north, while
synthetics and viscose in all its forms are best available from
the western region of India. Rey and Reina Creations has
developed good relationships with suppliers in India and abroad
to ensure a steady and efficient supply.
In order to monitor supply and quality we have assigned duties to
our people in order to procure the best quality in printing and
dyeing mills in the country.

Designing & Sampling
We have in house designing department. Our designers participated fashion shows to get
experience & research on catwalks trends, Lifestyle trends, competition Analysis. Review of
sell thru patterns overall and in Specific Categories, absorbing feedback from Marketing and
trade. Analysis of Range architecture of previous seasons and current for mapping products
across. Our showroom displays the latest designs and fabrics developed each season.
“If you are looking for something specific, you are invited to place sampling orders from
your own designs- or choose from the range we have to offer. Our sampling team will be
glad to develop new fabrics and styles on your request.”

CORPORATE INFORMATION
Quality Policy
The management of Rey and Reina Creations committed to achieve customer
satisfaction by consistently delivering products and services that not only
meet but also exceed customer requirements.
This shall be achieved by implementing and maintaining quality
management system wherein we shall define quantifiable quality
objectives and be focused on continual improvements.

Vision
To set a precedent in the Rey and Reina Creations manufacturing industry
through continuous innovation, exceptional products, focused services and
enhanced customer satisfaction.

Mission
To be a reliable partner for the buyers while working closely with them to deliver the quality that is
just right, in style, on time.

Management
“Meet the people who made it happen”

People who guide Rey and Reina Creations are those who understand the most
infinitesimal details of the garment industry. Professional to the core and backed
by decades of experience, the core management team is highly innovative and
visionary in approach.
Future Initiatives
We lead keeping in mind the current market trends and the emerging
requirements all over the world. Therefore, we have chartered our growth plan
accordingly. We have streamlined our manufacturing capabilities for mass
production.

Pre Production
This department focuses on Coordinating with you, to arrive at approvals on styling,
workmanship, fit details, accessories etc. to minimize errors and deviations before
mass production. Also have your samples delivered in time for all the important
showings.
As our core competency, we are most concerned with this
department’s functioning. We have incorporated the latest
assembly line techniques with statistical process control
methods across all functions to ensure maximum quality
and output.
Further to focus more closely on the processes, we have
empowered a battery of quality controllers who constantly
monitor production using AQL standards. Technically
trained Quality Assurance team leaders supervise these
controllers themselves.

Finishing & Dispatching
To ensure that the final packed garment is perfect in all respects, we have our Finishing Department
that looks after each and every garment.
Water softening plants, steam pressing and rapid drying processes give the garment that crisp finish.
We go to great lengths to ensure that the final presentation of your garment is just right.

CONACT US
Mr. Ayush Gupta
Key contacts

Corporate office

Partner Director Marketing & Operations
Ph. 8447121958
E-Mail – guptaayush91@gmail.com

B 66 Sector 8 ,Noida
Ph. +91-8447121958
E-Mailreyandreinacreations@gmail.com

THANK YOU
We do what is right, not what is easy

